
I Intro. (Feb. 22, 1987, ACC; Feb. 18, 2007) 

 As a result of the stupendous work of 

Christ in our behalf through which we have been 

made alive spiritually and enjoy the forgiveness of 

all our transgressions, whether of the Law or 

conscience, and enjoy the defeat of our spiritual 

adversaries, evil spirits, it follows that the 

legalistic practices of incipient Gnosticism have 

no place in our lives. Therefore we are not to 

allow anyone to pass judgment on us in regard 

failing to participate in the ritualistic practices of 

the legalists (Col. 2:16-17). Moreover, we are not 

to allow ourselves to be defrauded of our prize by 

these same legalists (2:18-19). 

 

II A Wrong View of Christ Leads to Legalism  

(Col. 2:16-19). 

 A. Refuse judgment for failing to practice 

legalism (2:16-17). 

  1. (vs. 16) As is generally the case, 

the term “therefore (ou\n)” informs us that what is 

about to be said follows logically from what just 

was said. That is, that when Christ completed His 

work on the cross, including canceling, “out the 

certificate of debt consisting of decrees against us 

and which was hostile to us,” there is no further 

obligation of any man anywhere ever to the Law of 

Moses, not the least, believing Gentiles, who were 

never under it in the first place. Everywhere the 

NT is explicit that the Law of Moses has been 

done away (Acts 15; Rm. 6, 7; Gal. 3; 2Cor. 3; 

Heb. 7-10, etc.). Col. 2 is another profound 

example that believers are under no obligation 

whatsoever to keep the Law of Moses. 

 It follows then that Paul said to the 

Colossians, “let no one act as your judge,” 

literally, as in the NKJV, “let no one judge you.”
1
 

The word for “judge (krinevtw – present, active, 
imperative)” is the normal Greek word, which 

passed from meaning merely, “to make a 

selection,”
2
 to, “to pass judgment upon (and 

thereby seek to influence) the lives and actions of 

other people,”
3
 and here quite negatively, “pass an 

unfavorable judgment upon, criticize, find fault 

with, condemn.”
4
 Lightfoot prefers the weaker, 
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“‘take you to task’; as e.g. Rom. 14:3 sq.,”
5
 which 

certainly captures at least part of the sense. To 

what extent the believers in Colossae could 

literally have stopped the legalists from verbally 

passing judgment upon themselves would have 

been somewhat limited. No doubt they could have 

excommunicated them from the church, assuming 

that they had somehow become a part of it. 

However, believers could simply refuse to accept 

as accurate the charge that they were not truly 

spiritual on account of the fact that they were not 

practicing legalism. The Greek (pres. imp. with 

mh;) may imply that the Colossians had been 

allowing themselves to feel condemned, “Stop 

letting anyone pass judgment on you” (Williams 

New Testament, cf. Dana & Mantey, p. 302). In 

light of what Paul had just said about Christ’s 

work insofar as the Law was concerned, they 

should have had a whole new awareness of their 

liberty contrary to the legalistic dicta of the 

incipient Gnostics. That would mean that they 

would not allow themselves to feel condemned, 

“in regard to food (brwvsei) or drink (povsei) or in 
respect to a festival (eJorth'") or a new moon 

(neomhniva") or a Sabbath day (sabbavtwn),” which 
are clearly all Law things, showing incipient 

Gnosticism to be a syncretism of the Law and 

various elementary principles of the world, which 

in themselves can be the Law potentially wrongly 

understood and applied (cf. Gal. 4:3).  

Distinctions between clean and unclean 

foods are listed in Lev. 11. Very little is made of 

drink laws except, “of liquids contained in unclean 

vessels etc. (Lev. 11:34, 36), and of Nazarite vows 

(Num. 6:3),”
6
 so perhaps these were not primarily 

derived from the Mosaic system. It may well be 

that those advocating such things, “went far 

beyond the injunctions of the law. It is probable 

that they forbad wine and animal food 

altogether.”
7
 If the Law was good because of its 

strictures, then a more stringent system would be 

better still.  

Yet Jesus Himself, “declared all foods 

clean” (Mk. 7:19b). A lesson, which Peter found 

extremely difficult to assimilate (Acts 10:14-15; 

11:8-9). The demons along with their false 
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teachers love food laws (1Tm. 4:1-3a). Yet all 

foods are available to, “be gratefully shared in by 

those who believe and know the truth. For 

everything created by God is good, and nothing is 

to be rejected, if it is received with gratitude; for it 

is sanctified by means of the word of God and 

prayer” (vv. 3b-5); “for the kingdom of God is not 

eating and drinking, but righteousness and peace 

and joy in the Holy Spirit” (Rm. 14:17). Believers 

are limited only by gratitude and moderation when 

it comes to food and drink (1Tm. 4:4-5), and in 

relation to others, the weaker brother’s conscience 

(Rm. 14; 1Cor. 8-10). In contrast to this, “For 

centuries Roman Catholics were not supposed to 

eat meat on Friday. Many churches require 

abstinence from certain foods during Lent. Others, 

like the Mormons, say that a person cannot be a 

member in good standing if he drinks tea or 

coffee.”
8
 Similarly Islam says we should not eat 

pork. 

Regarding “a festival,” three times a year, 

all Jewish men were to appear in Jerusalem, “at 

Passover (the Feast of Unleavened Bread), the 

Feast of Weeks (Pentecost), and the Feast of 

Booths (Deut. 16:16; cf. Exod. 23:13-17; 34:18-

23).”
9
 Ever since the Law was done away at the 

cross, various attempts have been made to 

resurrect them, not the least among the Jewish 

Essenes and the incipient Gnostics.  

The “new moon (neomhniva")” is connected 
with, “the burnt offering of the new moon, and its 

grain offering,” mentioned in Num. 29:6 (cf. 

monthly New Moon offering of 28:11-15). The 

English word “month” comes from the from the 

Greek word (mhvn) meaning “moon.” So when Paul 

said to the Galatians, “You observe days and 

months (mh'na") and seasons and years,” he is 
talking about a similar matter of legalistic ritual as 

here. In fact, BADG identifies it as the same thing, 

“new moon (festival).”
10
 Notice that, “The 

neomhniva" here describes more precisely the 

monthly festival.”
11
 Today it is remarkable how 

much mystical emphasis people still place on the 

phases of the moon. 
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Regarding “a Sabbath day (sabbavtwn),” 
we all know that the eighth commandment says, 

“Remember the sabbath day, to keep it holy” (Ex. 

20:8). Most of us are aware that, “The Sabbath 

command is the only one of the Ten 

Commandments not repeated in the New 

Testament,”
12
 and that because of, “Christ’s 

resurrection and appearance on Sunday (Mark 

16:1; John 20:1),” the NT church, “met on 

Sundays (Acts 20:7; 1 Cor. 16:2).”
13
 Countless 

people today, insisting that the Sabbath is part of 

God’s moral Law as opposed to the ceremonial, 

the only portion ostensibly done away at the cross, 

are convinced that Christians are under obligation 

to keep it as they supposedly are the rest of the 

decalogue. This is an empty distinction however 

since, “The Bible nowhere distinguishes between 

the so-called ‘moral’ and ‘ceremonial’ laws,”
14
 

remarkably, a “distinction (that) was not made 

before the 13th century A.D.”
15
 Geisler’s final 

reason for showing that believers are no obligated 

to the Sabbath is that, “This Colossian passage 

explicitly condemns those who command Sabbath 

obedience,”
16
 which it does. We still have the 

Seventh Day Adventists, and the Jehovah’s 

Witnesses, as well as others, who hold to 

“Sabbatarianism,” groups which to this day argue 

vociferously for a return to the Sabbath Law. 

When it comes to such calendrical 

observances, the Bible is plain enough. The Law 

has been done away and with it all special, “days 

and months and seasons and years” (Gal. 4:10). 

Believers therefore are under obligation to the 

calendar only in matters of conscience (Rm. 14:5). 

 2. (vs. 17) The “things (a{),” of this 
verse refer to those ritualistic legal things of the 

previous, Law things. It is these “which are a mere 

shadow (skia;) of what is to come 

(tw'n mellovntwn),” or simply, which were “(in 

the) future,”
17
 when still in force under the Law. 

“Shadow” in this case has the meaning of, “a mere 
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representation of someth. real,”
18
 as “a faint 

archetype which foreshadows a later 

reality…‘faint prototype.’”
19
 This is in keeping 

with other NT passages such as Heb. 8:5; 10:1. 

“For instance, the Sabbath was given as a type of 

the rest which,”
20
 was to have been, “the portion 

of all who believed on the Lord Jesus Christ.”
21
 

The Passover was also a type of Christ, “For 

Christ our Passover also has been sacrificed” 

(1Cor. 5:7). Other examples could be cited, “but 

the substance (sw'ma),” literally, the body, 

“belongs to Christ”; “in (the) imagery of a body 

that casts a shadow.”
22
 “Shadow” is contrasted to 

“the very form (eijkovna)” in Heb. 10:1. So the Law 
is the shadow or type, whereas Christ and the 

things of the new covenant are the substance, the 

reality, or the antitype. The physical things of OT 

worship are the shadow, the spiritual things of NT 

worship are the substance, which cast the shadow. 

In a larger context, Paul said, “the things which are 

seen are temporal, but the things which are not 

seen are eternal” (2Cor. 4:18b). There seems to be 

a connection even here. Strangely people like to 

grasp that which seems to be visible, physical, 

measurable and manageable, as opposed to the 

spiritual things of the new covenant. Oddly, “Now 

that the Lord Jesus has come, why should men 

continue to be occupied with the shadows? It is the 

same as being occupied with a picture when the 

very person pictured is present.”
23
 

B. We are not to allow ourselves to be 

defrauded of our prize by these same legalists 

(2:18-19). 

 1. (vs. 18) We turn now in this 

chiasm from the practical back to the theological 

matters of the incipient Gnostics. 

This is the second of our imperatives in 

this section is from the athletic arena, which is, 

“Let no one keep defrauding (katabrabeuevtw – 
present, active, imperative) you of your prize,” 

with the meaning seeming to be to stop an action 
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in progress as in vs. 16. The meaning is, “to judge 

as a referee that someone is not worthy to receive 

a prize—‘to disqualify, to condemn, to judge as 

not worthy of a reward, to deprive of a 

reward’…‘let no one disqualify you’ or ‘let no one 

judge that you should not receive the prize.’”
24
 “It 

is thus parallel to, but stronger than, krinetw…in 

verse 16.”
25
 Possibly the legalists were declaring 

anyone not submitting to legalism as unworthy to 

receive a reward. In reality, any believer who did 

succumb would forfeit his reward.  

This threat to the believer’s reward or prize 

on the part of the legalists was, “by delighting in 

self-abasement,” or literally, “wishing in 

humility,” meaning, “to take pleasure in,”
26
 

ironically, to “like…humility,”
27
 or “self-

abasement (tapeinofrosuvnh/),” literally, “lowly in 
mind,”

28
 which is everywhere else in the NT (1Pt. 

5:5; Phil. 2:3; Acts 20:19; Eph. 4:2; Col. 3:12) a 

good Christian character quality, except in Col. 

2:23. Its meaning is either simply false humility, 

or something like mortification, that is, “the 

subjection and denial of bodily passions and 

appetites by abstinence or self-inflicted pain or 

discomfort.”
29
 It is closely connected with “severe 

treatment of the body” in vs. 23. There was in this 

fraudulent humility a deliberate suppressing of 

oneself in one way or another. It was essentially 

asceticism with its, “extreme self-denial and 

austerity.”
30
 

There was another device for defrauding 

believers of their prize and that was through, “the 

worship (qrhskeiva/ ‘expression of devotion to 
transcendent beings, esp. as it expresses itself in 

cultic rites’
31
) of the angels.” The meaning might 

be that the Gnostics thought it too audacious to go 

into the throne room of God (Hb. 4:16), thus they 

humbled themselves as it were, and settled for 

angel worship, which is contrary to God’s word 

(Rev. 19:10; 22:8). “They may have argued for 
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angel worship on the plea that God is high and far 

removed and so took angels as mediators as some 

men do today with angels and saints in place of 

Christ.”
32
 And, “There was an officious parade of 

humility in selecting these lower beings as 

intercessors, rather than appealing directly to the 

throne of grace. The word (qrhskeiva/) refers 
properly to the external rites of religion, and so 

gets to signify an over-scrupulous devotion to 

external forms.”
33
 Louw and Nida have suggested 

the idea of making “self-abasement” an adjective 

in connection with angel worship, “in abject 

worship of angels.”
34
 

The attempted theft of the prize is foisted 

on believers also by the errorists, “taking his stand 

(ejmbateuvwn ‘investigate closely, enter into a 

subj., to investigate it closely, go into 

detail…prob. entering at length upon the tale of 

what one has seen in a vision…and thus justifying 

the approach taken to heavenly messengers.’
35
) on 

visions he has seen,” or “not (mh;) seen” (NKJV) as 
the Textus Receptus and Majority Text have it. 

Which is it? Have they seen something or not? 

Perhaps the best alternative, is The Amplified 

Bible’s, “taking his stand on visions [he claims] he 

has seen,”
36
 or the NLT’s, “saying they have had 

visions about these things.”
37
 They certainly claim 

to have seen something. An experientialist cannot 

take his stand on not having seen something, but 

perhaps in reality they have not, at least not 

anything that proves they are right. Whether 

something was seen or not is immaterial, what 

matters is that theirs was an experientially based 

religion and not founded on God’s word. 

“Supposed visions are an important element in 

such present-day heresies as Mormonism, 

Spiritism, Catholicism, and Swedenborgianism.”
38
 

Instead of true humility and because of 

false humility in the form of self-abasement, the 

false teacher wound up with the opposite of 

humility, namely, he became, “inflated 
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(fusiouvmeno" ‘to cause to have an exaggerated 
self-conception’

39
) without cause (eijkh'/ ‘pert. to 

there being no cause or “legitimate”
40
 reason’

41
) 

by his fleshly (sarko;" ‘by the mind of his 

flesh’…whereas the mind ought to be dominated 

by the Spirit.’
42
) mind (noo;" ‘his human way of 

thinking’
43
),” that is, he became filled with pride. 

“It would seem that the Apostle is here taking up 

some watchword of the false teachers. They 

doubtless boasted that they were directed uJpo; 
tou' noo;". Yes, he answers, but it 

is oJ nou'" th'" sarko;" uJmw'n. Compare Rev. 2:24, 

where the favourite Gnostic boast 

ginwvskein ta; baqeva is characterized by the 

addition of tou' satana'.”44 The last state of this 
man has become worse than the first, thinking he 

has made progress, but has deteriorated instead. 

Yet he is trying to take something away from the 

believer who is walking obediently to the Lord by 

the power of the Spirit. 

 2. (vs. 19) In vs. 18, we had what the 

proto-Gnostic was doing, here we have what he 

was not doing. He was, “inflated without cause,” 

and on the other hand was, “not (ouj) holding fast 
(kratw'n) to the head (kefalhvn).” “Holding fast,” 
means, “to adhere strongly to…of commitment to 

someone or someth. hold fast (to) someone or 

someth., and hence remain closely united.”
45
 The 

participle with ouj – ou according to A. T. R. 
means that, “actual case of deserting Christ as the 

Head,”
46
 has occurred, not that this implies that 

they were born again, although we would not want 

to rule out the possibility in the case of some who 

later fell for the incipient Gnostic lie. These were 

“not holding fast to the head (kratw'n),” “regarded 
as a title, so that a person is at once suggested, and 

the relative which follows is masculine,”
47
 namely, 

Christ Himself, of course, the same as in 1:18 and 

2:10. “The Gnostics dethroned Christ from his 
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primacy (1:18) and placed him below a long line 

of aeons or angels. They did it with words of 

praise for Christ as those do now who teach Christ 

as only the noblest of men.”
48
 “The supplication 

and worship of angels is a substitution of inferior 

members for the Head, which is the only source of 

spiritual life and energy.”
49
 Such men are left with 

nothing because there is nothing without the head, 

“from whom the entire body, being supplied and 

held together by the joints and ligaments, grows 

with a growth which is from God.” The “entire 

body (pa'n to; sw'ma),” is made up of all believers 

on earth at one time. This body of Christ is the 

church (1:18), and it is constantly, “being supplied 

(ejpicorhgouvmenon),” with, “what is necessary for 
the well-being of”

50
 each part or member of the 

body with the picture being one of “support.”
51
 It 

is also being, “held together (sumbibazovmenon –
 ‘to bring together into a unit’52),” the physical 
body picturing the spiritual body, which is 

described with the same word in 2:2, where it is 

translated, “knit together.” Both the supply, that is, 

the support, and holding “together” of the body 

comes “by (dia;)” or through the “joints 

(aJfw'n ‘part of the joints of the body which binds 
the different parts together—“ligament, that which 

binds together.”’
53
) and ligaments 

(sundevsmwn ‘that which holds someth. together, 

fastener’
54
).” Louw and Nida translate this, “the 

whole body supported and held together by 

ligaments and those things which tie it 

together’…The context of Col 2.19 is, however, 

highly figurative,”
55
 obviously. The human body 

does not argue with itself, neither should the body 

of Christ. Gnostic legalism will introduce those 

arguments since each individual part will be self-

centered, “inflated without cause by his fleshly 

mind” (vs. 18b). The body of Christ unified in 

grace around Christ, “grows (au[xei) with a growth 
(au[xhsin) which is from God,” or literally, “grows 
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the growth of God.” “True spirituality does not 

come by compliance with laws (which are only a 

shadow) but by connection with the Life (who is 

the reality).”
56
 The picture here is not so much of 

individual growth, but body growth and 

development into the church the body of Christ 

that God wants to see. BDAD says on the parallel 

passage of Eph. 4:16; “mystical sense of the 

Christian community growing as a body in its 

sense of unity and understanding of God’s purpose 

in Christ.”
57
 

 

III Conc. 

 Individually and as a body, we must make 

sure that we do not fail to comply with the two 

commands of this passage, namely, that we, “let 

no one act as” our “judge in regard to food or 

drink or in respect to a festival or a new moon or a 

Sabbath day,” and that we permit, “no one” to 

defraud us, “of” our reward or, “prize by 

delighting in self-abasement and the worship of 

the angels.” Is this a danger? Absolutely! Is it 

possible that we might succumb? Absolutely! 

Therefore we must take care. May God help us 

and our body! 
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